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Abstract
Transportation planning depends on predictions of the travel times between loading and unloading locations. While accurate techniques exist for making deterministic predictions of travel times based on real-world data, making stochastic predictions remains an open issue. This paper aims to fill this gap by showing how floating car data from TomTom can be used to make stochastic predictions of travel times. It also shows how these predictions are affected by choices that can be made with respect to the level of aggregation of the data in space and time, and by choices regarding the dependence between travel times on different parts of the route.

1. Introduction

In an European context, improvement of route and travel information is a key strategy point in the Dutch Mobility Policy. According to [1], travellers should arrive at their destination on time in 95\% of the cases. During peak hours, travelling times must not be more than 150\% of the travelling time outside of peak times on motorways, and it must not be more than 200\% on urban ring roads and roads other than motorways that are managed by the government. Reliable traffic information is essential for the development of efficient traffic control, management and planning strategies. It includes the observation of three fundamental variables: flow, density and speed - also known as a traffic state [2].

However, in practice transportation companies often find that day-to-day travel times do not correspond to predicted travel times, which leads to frequent changes to the transportation plans that they made. At the same time the travel time predictions that are used, are deterministic, while the agreements that they have with their customers are usually stochastic in nature; customers accept, for example, a 95\% within delivery window performance, or impose a fine for late deliveries. Using reliable and stochastic travel times can help to improve resource utilization, reduce slack time, and reduce the number of changes to the transportation plan.
Therefore, the goal of this paper is to show the different options for aggregating stochastic travel times from real-world floating car data, based on the floating car data database of TomTom. A floating car data database contains historical data on the time that it took individual cars to travel particular stretches of road, also called ‘links’. We focus on real-world floating car data, because of the high level of detail in which travel time information can be extracted from such data compared to other sources of travel times.

To predict stochastic travel times, we need to:
1. (technologically) extract the floating car data from the database;
2. aggregate probability distributions of travel times from the floating car data; and
3. determine the probability distribution that most accurately predicts the travel time for a particular route on a particular date and time in the future.

With respect to the aggregation of probability distributions, we will show how choices concerning the level of aggregation affect the accuracy of the produced probability distribution. These choices concern, among others, the timeframe from which the historical data will be taken, whether historical data will be aggregated by route or by link, and the level of time-dependence of travel times that is used. Similarly, the choice for the probability distribution that best fits the travel time of a planned route (say the route from Rotterdam to Venlo tomorrow at 9:00) affects the accuracy of the probability distribution. We can choose to use a distribution based on the same day last week, the entire last week, the same days in the past four weeks, etc. We will show the consequences of these choices.

Against this background, the remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the state of the art on travel time prediction. Section 3 presents the floating car data database from which we aggregate our distributions. Section 4 and section 5 present a descriptive analysis of the data, showing how floating car data can be aggregated into speed fields that visualize the time and space dependent speed that can be realized by cars traveling a particular link, and showing the extent to which travel speed - and consequently travel times - are time-dependent. Section 6 discusses how travel time distributions can be estimated from floating car data, and Section 7 discusses how distributions based on historical floating car data can be used to predict future travel times. Finally, section 8 presents the conclusions.

2. State of the Art

There is a long history of research on techniques for predicting travel times and traffic speeds. Traditionally, these techniques are based on creating traffic-flow models that model the characteristics of a particular road network [3]. Subsequently, these models can be used to predict travel speeds and times on a particular part of the network. However, as an increasing amount of data is being collected on historical travel times, data-driven techniques are increasing in popularity. Hybrid techniques that combine model-driven and data-driven
techniques exist as well [4]. Data-driven techniques for travel time prediction can be distinguished from each other based on a number of criteria.

First, the underlying analysis techniques that are used to make the travel time prediction differ greatly. Typically, it is possible to distinguish between parametric techniques, that are based on statistical analysis, and non-parametric techniques that are based on machine learning. Popular in the parametric category are time-series based techniques [3, 5, 7] and Bayesian techniques [8, 9]. In the non-parametric category, neural networks are popular [4, 10, 11], but other techniques are used as well [12].

Second, the timeframe for which the prediction is made differs. Most techniques focus on short-term (also called real-time) predictions [13, 4, 8, 9, 5]. For transportation planning, long-term predictions [12] are more useful, because transportation plans are usually made one or more days before a trip is executed.

Third, the manner in which uncertainty in the travel time is addressed differs. Many papers make deterministic predictions. However, there also is a body of research that purely focuses on modeling the uncertainty itself [14, 15, 16, 17] and, of course, papers that incorporate uncertainty in the prediction itself [18, 19, 20, 21]. Uncertainty is usually considered in the form of a lower and upper bound to the travel time at a certain level of confidence. To the best of our knowledge, no data-based distributions (in the form of histograms) have been considered.

Fourth, the assumed source of the historical travel times differs. Loop detectors are often used [4, 5, 9, 8, 22]. The drawback of loop detectors is that they the entire network, such that the results of an analysis with loop detectors is only applicable to the parts of the network on which they are installed. Alternatively, floating car data may be used [23, 13, 20]. While floating car data can potentially provide information on the entire network, the data on each individual road may be sparse. Hybrid techniques that use both loop detectors and floating car data are also being developed [24, 25, 12]. Meanwhile, companies like Google and TomTom are reaching an install base that is large enough to have historical data on a large part of the international road network. For many roads the dataset that is being created is even large enough to create usable time-dependent and stochastic predictions.

This work primarily relates to work on predicting travel times based on floating-car data. However, we use a particularly dense source of floating car data, while existing work uses less dense sources. For that reason, the primary challenge of existing work is to accurately predict travel times given that there is limited data available to do so. We solve a different challenge: given an extensive dataset of floating car data, how much data is necessary and sufficient to create a prediction that is as accurate as possible?

3. Floating car data

The growing need of the driving public for accurate traffic information has spurred the deployment of large scale dedicated monitoring infrastructure sys-
tems, which mainly consist in the use of inductive loop detectors and video cameras. Such observation methods can acquire all traffic state variables but they are confined to the location where they were installed, making it unpractical to cover wide-ranging areas. Floating car data, on the other hand, provides a cost-effective way to collect wide-ranging traffic data by making use of the existent communication infrastructure. Floating car data is taken as moving sensors, travelling in a traffic flow while sending GPS data. The TomTom Custom Travel Times API provides highly accurate speed and bottleneck information for individual road segments, which are called links, using historical traffic data. Links are defined as the road segment between two road intersections. Because of that, link lengths can vary from a couple of meters, in urban areas, to several kilometers on highways. This is a key difference when compared to dual loop detector data where, normally, detectors are installed with a fixed distance between them. The TomTom data covers all roads, from major motorways to local and destination routes, throughout Europe and North America and a number of other countries including South Africa, Australia and New Zealand. The historical traffic information collected gives valuable insight into the traffic situation on the road network throughout the day. The API provides both route-based and link-based statistics for a route defined between two locations and, optionally, via waypoints. While link-based statistics concern the information gathered on road segment level, route-based statistics are related to the overall length of the trip, from origin to destination. However, clearly more data will be available per link than per route, as it is less likely that a car traveled the exact same route than the exact same link (i.e. part of a route).

A request for floating car data from the TomTom Custom Travel Times API can carry the following parameters.

- **request type and location** - whether the distribution is requested for a route from a location $A$ to a location $B$, or for a link from a crossing $A$ to a crossing $B$;
- **date range** - the period used for data collection;
- **days of week (DOW)** - the days of the week used for data collection (e.g. only Mondays; all working days);
- **time of day (TOD)** - the period of the day used for data collection (e.g.

![Figure 1: TomTom probe data collected in Q3 of 2015](image)
from 10h00 to 12h00) and;

- **full traversal** - which, if enabled, only allows vehicles that traversed the entire route to be used for data collection. Otherwise, all vehicles will contribute, even if they traversed only a small percentage of the route.

While the “full traversal” option is useful to evaluate short routes or turn movements on junctions, it has a big impact on sample sizes, especially for uncommon trips, where sample sizes can drop to zero. For this reason, the “full traversal” parameter was kept disabled.

A request can return the following information:

- Covered distance;
- Sample size;
- Travel time percentiles (5th, 10th, ..., 90th, 95th);
- Speed percentiles (5th, 10th, ..., 90th, 95th); and
- Speed limit (only for link-based requests).

4. Travel speeds and times

A detailed representation of the traffic state in space and time allows us to analyse various aspects of traffic dynamics [27]. Treiber and Kesting described a reconstruction of the full traffic state by spatio-temporal interpolation of the available traffic data, in a subset of locations and time. The adaptive smoothing method (ASM) is a two-dimensional spatio-temporal interpolation algorithm to estimate the speed field - a continuous function of local median speed \( V(x,t) \) given only discrete speed measurements \( v_i \) at discrete locations \( x_i \) and times \( t_i \). Notice that, unlike in the original description of the method, we used local median speed rather than average to better cope with skewed distributions due to outliers. Empirical investigations of spatio-temporal traffic features has shown that traffic can be either “free” or “congested” [28]. An obvious pattern observed in real traffic flows: the higher the vehicle density, the lower the average vehicle speed. Treiber and Kesting distinguish these traffic states by observing how perturbations propagate in the traffic flow. In free traffic, perturbations usually move downstream at a characteristic velocity slightly below the local speed of the vehicles. In congested traffic, perturbations propagate against the traffic flow (upstream) due to the reaction of the drivers to their respective leading vehicles. To account for these fundamental properties, two discrete convolutions, with a kernel \( \phi_0 \) and different propagation velocities in free and congested traffic, \( c_{\text{free}} \) and \( c_{\text{cong}} \), are considered:

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{\text{free}}(x,t) &= \frac{1}{N_{\text{free}}(x,t)} \sum_i \phi_0 \left( x - x_i, t - t_i - \frac{x - x_i}{c_{\text{free}}} \right) v_i \\
V_{\text{cong}}(x,t) &= \frac{1}{N_{\text{cong}}(x,t)} \sum_i \phi_0 \left( x - x_i, t - t_i - \frac{x - x_i}{c_{\text{cong}}} \right) v_i
\end{align*}
\]

For the weighting kernel \( \phi_0 \), we used the same function as in [27]. However, unlike in dual loop detector data, distances between measurements are not equally
spaced in floating car data. Due to this, the smoothing width in the spatial coordinates, \( \sigma_i \), is defined as half of the link’s \( l_i \) length: \( \sigma_i = \Delta l_i / 2 \). This condensates all speed information, obtained via GPS throughout the link, in a single point in space: the middle point of the link. The temporal smoothing width, \( \tau \), is given by half of the TOD interval length. Parameters used in this experiment are summarized in Table 1. The denominator \( N \) of Eqs. 1 and 2 denotes the normalization of the weighting function and is formulated as in [27].

\[
\phi_0(x - x_i, t - t_i) = \exp \left[ - \left( \frac{|x - x_i|}{\sigma_i} + \frac{|t - t_i|}{\tau} \right) \right] 
\]  

(3)

The final speed field \( V(x, t) \) is a combination of the two speed fields \( V_{\text{free}} \) and \( V_{\text{cong}} \), weighted by the “degree of congestion”, \( w \), also defined as in [27].

\[
V(x, t) = \omega(x, t)V_{\text{cong}}(x, t) + [1 - \omega(x, t)]V_{\text{free}}(x, t)
\]

(4)

Figure 2: Colour-coded visualization of the mean speed obtained via TomTom API (a); and the same speed field reconstructed by the ASM (b).

As described in section 3, data is available in the form of cumulative speed distributions, for each link of the specified route, aggregated over a TOD interval. Each point in fig. 2a represents the median speed (50th percentile) on link \( l_i \) collected on a 5 minute time interval. Uneven link lengths are the reason for the uneven white spaces in between measurements. Fig. 2b is the resultant continuous speed field after interpolation with the adaptive smoothing method. Traffic-state reconstruction methods using interpolation techniques are very useful for offline analysis of historical traffic data. Knowing the local speed field \( V(x, t) \) it is relatively easy to generate virtual trajectories, by assuring the vehicle speed is identical to the corresponding local speed, and evaluate possible delays by changing departure time. These provide a good indicator of the total delay caused by congestion in which road managers and national economists are also interested.
In fig. 3 we can see the median speed field from a section of the German highway, A5-South (Km 465 to 492), near Frankfurt for each Monday of February 2016. Even though the capacity of this section has been greatly improved, by adding a forth lane in each direction [29], congestion still happens during morning rush hours as it can be seen in fig. 3a, 3c, and 3d. The speed field for the 8th February, fig. 3b shows no congestion because it is a national holiday.
Table 1: Parameters of the adaptive smoothing method with the values used in this experiment.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spatial smoothing width $\sigma$</td>
<td>$\Delta l/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporal smoothing width $\tau$</td>
<td>$\Delta t/2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation velocity of perturbations in free traffic $c_\text{free}$</td>
<td>70 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Propagation velocity of perturbations in congested traffic $c_\text{cong}$</td>
<td>-15 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Threshold between free and congested traffic $V_c$</td>
<td>50 km/h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of the transition between free and congested traffic $\Delta V$</td>
<td>10 km/h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in Germany.

5. Time-dependence of travel times

Day-to-day fluctuations in travel time can range from a minor annoyance to a significant contributor of a traveller’s decision-making process. Travel time reliability has become a key performance indicator of transportation networks and is mostly concerned with properties of the day-to-day travel time distributions [30]. A number of key characteristics can be identified by analysing such distributions from empirical data. The wider (i.e. longer-tailed) it is on a particular time-of-day and day of the week, the more unreliable travel time will be for a given road stretch. The day-to-day distribution of travel times is a result of the fluctuations in both traffic demand and supply characteristics throughout the day. Since TomTom is constantly collecting data, we can analyse such fluctuations by narrowing (or widening) time-dependent variables, i.e. date range, day of week and time of day. Fig. 4 for instance, shows the travel time percentiles ($5^{th}, 10^{th}, \ldots, 90^{th}, 95^{th}$), from Zaandam to Enkhuizen on Tuesdays, in the date range of September 2015 to February 2016, as a function of the time of day. Both morning and afternoon rush hours are easily identifiable. Visualizations such as this one, give valuable insights into traffic for transportation planners. By identifying high demand periods of the day in specific routes, planners can avoid such time periods and decide for alternative trajectories. While using deterministic travel times, as most of the software packages do, such fluctuations are never taken into account.

Travel time changes are most notorious throughout the day, as seen in fig. 4. However, the day of the week can also have a significant impact in travel time. Fig. 5 shows the percentiles of travel times throughout the week, during a rush-hour period, from 08h00 to 09h00. As expected, Saturday and Sunday are the fastest days to commute on this route. The busiest day is Tuesday, closely followed by Thursday and Monday, respectively. What is particular interesting to observe is that, for the 5% luckiest drivers differences in travel time on different days of the week were of only a couple of minutes, while for the 5% most unfortunate drivers differences were huge. Between Sunday and Tuesday, for instance, the difference is of 55 minutes. Considering the uncongested travel time of around 45 minutes, that is an increase of 122%. This results however,
are only valid for the selected date range. Fig. 6 shows the percentiles of travel times also on Tuesdays, from 07h00 to 10h00, for 13 different date ranges, that is one for each month of 2015 and one for the complete year. The difference between work-related and holiday-related months is huge. January, September and November are the busier months of the year. 95% of the travels, for this route, take up to 105 minutes in these months. In contrast, during July, the same route takes only up to 70 minutes, 95% of the times. As expected, when using the one year range, travel times percentiles are averaged out.

6. Estimating travel times distributions

The way in which travel times distributions can be aggregated from TomTom data changes, depending on how the time-dependent variables are defined. The aggregation frame, i.e. how data is partitioned in space and time, has a big influence on the estimated travel times mostly due to the time-dependencies described above. In space, there are two options to consider for the aggregation frame: either route-based or link-based. Consider a route from A to B, composed by n links (see fig. 7a): (i) in a route-based space aggregation frame, travel time (and speed) is described by a single cumulative distribution with respect to the complete trajectory; (ii) in a link-based space aggregation frame, there will be n cumulative speed distributions, i.e. one for each link, see fig. 7b. Since the length of each link is known, link travel time distributions can be easily obtained. The aggregation frame in time, can be freely selected and is defined by the time of day intervals. Shorter TOD intervals, in the minutes order of magnitude, yield time-specific estimations but they can lack in accuracy due to
smaller sample sizes. On the other hand, larger intervals tend to be more accurate due to the higher number of probe vehicles included on measurements but they are less precise given their wider time-coverage. Depending on how TOD intervals are defined, travel times are computed differently. For this experiment we evaluated a set of routes using three different sets of TOD intervals. A 24h day can be divided into: (i) 5 minute intervals; (ii) 20 minute intervals or (iii) 5 custom intervals based daily traffic demand levels, see fig. 4.

For short intervals, i.e. shorter than the expected duration of the trip, as in (i) and (ii), travel times must be computed in a link-based manner, by summing all link travel times at the moment the vehicle enters the link. In situations where a given road link has no data available, the local speed is considered equal to the speed limit of the link. The link speed distribution becomes a constant. The assumption is that if there are no vehicles equipped with a TomTom device traversing a link on a given period, the link is in free flow and can be travelled at the maximum allowed speed.

If we were to estimate travel times by sampling the overall route-based distribution, the estimation would be either too high or to low, depending on the characteristic traffic demand of that short period. For instance, consider a short 5 minute interval from 08h55 to 09h00. Since this is commonly a high traffic period (i.e. morning rush-hour), during this interval, all road links will show relatively slow speeds compared with other periods. The travelling vehicle, however, will only experience such slow speeds in some of the road links, not during the whole length of the trip, making the estimated value to be too high.

When considering larger intervals, as in (iii), travel time can be estimated
Figure 6: Travel time percentiles on Tuesdays, between 07h00 and 10h00, for each month of 2015 and for 2015 as a whole.

just by sampling the overall route-based distribution because it already takes into account the travel time fluctuations that took place throughout the entire trip. When considering short TOD intervals, travel time has to be estimated iteratively, by summing all link travel times at the moment that the vehicle enters the link. Link travel time dependencies are another aspect to consider when estimating travel times from link-based speed distributions. The naive method is to assume independence of link travel times (i.e. speeds), randomly sample link speed distributions and consequently sum the individual link travel times along the route at the moment the vehicle enters the link. In this approach, correlation between links is assumed as zero and travel time calculation is straightforward. However, assuming independence is not realistic. During a peak period it would be expected for link travel times to increase for all links constituting a route. However, if the travel time on a link increases due to congestion, it would also be expected the downstream links to have lower travel times, while upstream links would have higher travel times. Since we know the speed distributions for each link on a given TOD, we can model driver’s behaviour by constraining how the vehicle speed changes from link to link. Instead of randomly sampling all link speed distributions, we only do it for the first link. That first draw from the distribution, sets initial vehicle speed. Consequent speeds are sampled from the following link speed distributions constrained by $\alpha$, the maximum acceleration rate from link $l_{i-1}$ to link $l_i$. In other words, link speed distribution of link $l_i$ is limited to the range defined by the previous sampling value of $l_{i-1} \pm \alpha$.

Fig. 9 shows the estimated mean travel times $\pm$ standard deviation as function of the departure time. For each trip, departure time and type of TOD
intervals, 500 simulations were made. The data being shown was collected on Monday, 1st of February, 2016 from 00h00 to 23h00. Each colour refers to the type of TOD intervals used in the estimation process: 5 min intervals, 20 min intervals or 5 larger intervals as in fig. [4]. Looking at the estimation made by route-based distributions, the blue line, we can distinguish three zones: early morning, morning rush-hour and the rest of the day. In each one, mean travel time is kept fairly constant (±18 → 24 → 15 min, respectively) and the same goes for the standard deviation (±3 → 5 → 2.5 min, respectively). These are very stable values because it is the same distribution being sampled over and over again. Since these distributions cover a wide time frame (e.g. hours) they show high standard deviations when compared to the 5 min and 20 min TOD estimations that are almost negligible in fig. [9a] Apparently, on this route, afternoon rush-hour does not manifest and therefore we cannot see the 5 distributions used in the blue estimation. The orange and yellow lines represent the estimated mean travel time for the 5 and 20 min TOD intervals, respectively. Since these are computed on a link by link basis, estimations are much more dependent on the departure time. Instead of having 5 distributions to describe
a 24h time-span, there are 288 (72) for 5 (20) min TOD intervals. Because link speed distributions are sampled randomly (i.e. when $\alpha = 1$), speed fluctuations from link to link eventually cancel each other and the estimated travel time is always close to the mean value, especially for the 5 min TOD intervals. Since these are very short periods, the amount of vehicles traversing these links is also small which leads to very narrow link speed distributions. In fig. 9b, standard deviations are much bigger for both cases with 5 and 20 min TOD intervals because the assumption of independent link speeds was dropped.

7. Predicting travel times distributions

The previous section shows how travel time distributions can be accurately generated based on historical data. In order to create use that information to create a transportation plan, historical data must be selected from which a
travel time distribution can be generated that accurately predicts the future travel time. For example, if we want to predict the travel time distribution for a particular route for tomorrow and tomorrow is a Monday, we can generate a travel time distribution based on all data from the past week, all data from last Monday, all data from the last four Mondays, etc.

This illustrates that different variables apply when selecting historical data to generate a travel time prediction from. In particular, we identified the variables:

- number of historical days;
- level of granularity; and
- assumed speed relation between segments.

To predict travel times for a particular weekday, we only historical select data from the same weekday, because descriptive analytics clearly shows that different days of the week lead to different travel times. However, this still leaves a decision on the number of days to use data from.

To illustrate the effect of these variables, we compare the travel time predictions for the 29th of February 2016 leaving at 8:30 for different values of these variables and for the route that we used in the previous section. Figure 10 and 11 show the results of these predictions. These figures show results based on an assumed speed relation between segments of $\alpha = 1$ (Figure 10) and $\alpha = 0.1$ (Figure 11). In both these figures we used 1 historical day, 4 historical days (all days from the last month), and 12 historical days (all days from the last three months). We used the levels of granularity that we also used in the previous section: 5 minutes, 20 minutes, or 5 intervals during the day.

In both figures, sub-figure (a) shows the actual travel time estimate on 29th of February, which is computed as explained in the previous section. The most accurate travel time estimate (at a 5 minute level of granularity) shows that the actual travel time on the route at 8:30 is estimated to be a little more than 28 minutes, with a rather low variance at $\alpha = 1$ and a slightly higher variance at $\alpha = 0.1$. The other sub-figures compare this estimate to travel time distributions that are predicted with the various settings.

The figures show that, as expected, a higher level of granularity and a higher $\alpha$ produce a more narrow travel time distribution. However, in all cases the estimate is unlikely or even impossible according to the predicted travel time distributions at the higher levels of granularity (5 minutes and 20 minutes). The predicted travel time distributions would on-average produce a value that is several minutes off. Predicted travel time distributions at the level of granularity of five intervals per day produce better results. The reason for these results is that the exact moment at which traffic congestion occurs is hard to predict and varies largely from one day to another, as was illustrated in Figure ref:aggregation effects. While high-granular predictions predict this moment at 5 or 20 minute precision, our results show that this level of precision cannot be achieved. It must be noted that these results are different for quiet times of the day, when the chance of encountering congested traffic is low anyway. However, for those times of the day, higher granularity provides less added value, because for those times, travel times are less variable and therefore the low granularity predictions also provide accurate estimates. The setting of $\alpha$ does not make
a large difference, although the results at $\alpha = 1$ appear to be slightly better. Table 2 shows similar results, but at departure time 9:00, and only for $\alpha = 1$. At 9:00 the higher levels of granularity perform better, with the estimate (of 31.63 minutes travel time) less than one standard deviation away from the forecast at a 20 minute level of granularity using 1 or 4 days of historical data.

From these results, we conclude that making travel time predictions is best done at a low level of granularity (i.e. collecting data in 5 intervals: morning rush hour, daytime, evening rush hour, evening, and night). While a higher levels of granularity produces a more precise predicted travel time distribution (i.e. with a lower standard deviation), the probability that the actual travel time is produced by that travel time distribution is lower, and often much lower, especially during times or on routes with high traffic volumes. Travel time predictions are also best done based on a relatively low number of recent historical days that have the same weekday as the day that must be predicted, because travel times vary a lot throughout the year. Public holidays and school vacations must be carefully considered when selecting historical days to base travel time predictions on.
8. Conclusions

In this paper we showed how time-dependent stochastic travel times can be calculated for a route based on historical high-volume floating car data. Since only a few cars can be expected to have driven the same route (at a comparable moment in time), using only those cars to calculate travel time distributions does not lead to useful results. Instead, the route should be split up into segments, travel time distributions are computed for each segment and then combined into a travel time distribution for the entire route.

Our analysis shows that in this manner travel time distributions can be calculated based on historical data that are close to the actual travel time distribution on the day for which the distribution is made. Our analysis also shows that the results vary strongly, depending on: the level of granularity of the time frame for which the prediction is made; the historical data on which the prediction is based; the extent to which the travel time of a segment of a route is assumed to be related to that of the previous segment.

As timeframes, we investigated timeframes of 5 minutes, 20 minutes and 5 timeframes per day (morning rush hour, day, evening rush hour, evening and night). We concluded that short timeframes do not lead to more accurate travel
Table 2: Travel time forecasts, in minutes, with departure time 09h00 and $\alpha = 1$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Range</th>
<th>TOD</th>
<th>Mean TT</th>
<th>TT Std.</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Estimation - Reference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Day</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>31.63</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>31.55</td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>31.91</td>
<td>4.67</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecast - Prev. Week</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 Day</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>29.22</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>31.66</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>37.16</td>
<td>10.56</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecast - Prev. Month</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Days</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>30.92</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>32.05</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>34.53</td>
<td>7.37</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forecast - Prev. 3 Months</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 Days</td>
<td>5 min</td>
<td>32.74</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20 min</td>
<td>33.12</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
<td></td>
<td>34.19</td>
<td>7.21</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

time distributions.

As historical data, we used data from the same weekday of one week, four weeks and three months ago, i.e.: one, four of twelve days of historical data. We concluded that taking more historical days to make the prediction does not improve the prediction in terms of the probability that the predicted distribution and the actual distribution overlap.

As segment dependency, we investigated a low and a high segment dependence. We concluded that a high segment dependency, although it leads to less precise estimates, creates a prediction that is closer to the actual travel time distribution.
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